An Integrated Framework for Response Actions for a Drinking Water
Distribution Security Network
Problem and Research Objectives
The use of non‐specific water quality sensors have provided the foundation for developing
contamination warning systems (CWS) for drinking water distribution systems to protect public health
from (un)intentional intrusion events. These non‐specific water quality sensors (e.g., chlorine, pH,
conductivity, etc.) can be linked with data driven event detection algorithms to determine when
anomalous water quality conditions occur. The ability to detect water quality events has led to the
development of forensic tools, such as contaminant source identification, and response strategies to
mitigate the impact on the population. However, there has been little activity associated with
translating the CWS signals and contaminant source information into predicting the future transport of a
contamination event to inform response activities. Thus, there is a critical need to develop an
integrative framework that can propagate the impacts of contaminant source uncertainty through
distribution system transport to provide more information for utilizing response tools. The objective of
this project, which is the next step towards developing an integrated real‐time security application, is to
develop a framework that will forecast contaminant spread throughout the distribution system based
on the current estimated state of potential contaminant sources, which will then be utilized to inform
confirmatory sampling locations to improve our estimates of contaminant spread and source location.
Methodology
Our central hypothesis is that contaminant source identification algorithms can be utilized to assess the
potential contaminant spread, and provide needed information to select confirmatory sampling
locations to improve our estimates of contaminant source identification and spatial distribution of an
event. The rationale for developing this framework is to better utilize the information generated via
CWS for assessing the overall impact throughout the distribution system and provide more appropriate
response actions. We will test our central hypothesis and associated objectives by pursuing the
following: 1) implement a forecasting algorithm to propagate probabilistic information associated with
potential contaminant source locations to assess contaminant spread; 2) develop an approach for
identifying confirmatory sampling locations that seeks to maximize new information associated with a
contamination event; and 3) create an output format conducive for visualization purposes.
Forecasting Algorithm. For a given sensor network design, the forecasting algorithm will rely on the
probabilistic contaminant source identification (PCSI) algorithm of Yang and Boccelli (2013) and the
EPANET distribution system modeling software (Rossman, 2000) – to identify and characterize the
probability of a specific location as a potential contaminant source. As sensors report positive or
negative alarms (i.e., indicating an event has occurred or safe conditions exist, respectively), the PCSI
algorithm utilizes the backtracking algorithm (Shang et al., 2002) to determine the upstream location‐
time pairs that are hydraulically connected to the observed sensor signal. Then, a Bayesian updating
procedure – a Beta‐Binomial conjugate pair – is used to update the probability that the location‐time
pair was the source (a positive alarm increases the probability; a negative alarm decreases the
probability). For large networks, the PCSI algorithm will identify multiple potential source locations. The
backtracking algorithm, in conjunction with hydraulic information, will be used to efficiently forecast the
short‐term (e.g., up to 6 hours) spread of contaminant from the individual sources represented as a
“conservative tracer.” For each of the downstream nodes, the flow‐weighted probabilities from the
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potential source locations will be assumed to characterize the probability of a contaminant being at the
downstream location.
Identifying Confirmatory Sampling Locations. The following sections first introduce the metric used to
quantify the information associated with sampling locations, and then how the best sampling location is
determined.
Entropy as Information. Within the area of Information Theory, “entropy” is provided as a metric of
information – more specifically, entropy represents the average information contained within a specific
distribution (Reza, 1961). For example, if we are provided a discrete distribution of n classes, where
each class has an associated probability pi, ∑ pi = 1, the entropy of that distribution is defined as

log
where P represents the overall distribution and H(P) the expected information, or entropy, contained
within that distribution. For a uniform distribution (i.e., pi is the same for all classes), H(P) has maximum
entropy defined as log2(n). When we have perfect information regarding one class (i.e., pi = 1, pj = 0
when i ≠ j) then H(P) has a minimum entropy of 0. Thus, decreasing entropy represents increased
information associated with the discrete distribution.
Confirmatory Sampling Selection. The intent behind confirmatory sampling is to increase the
information associated with the potential source or forecasted locations. The initial entropy estimates
for the potential source and contaminant spread locations can be estimated using the probabilities
developed from the PCSI algorithm. To determine the amount of information gained (or lost) by
confirmatory sampling, we need to perform the following steps for each potential sampling location: i)
identify the probability that the sampling location could result in a contaminant observation; ii) assume
that the resulting confirmatory sample returned a positive or negative alarm and separately update the
PCSI results; iii) for each set of updated source probabilities, update the probabilities of the forecasted
contaminant spread; iv) calculate the updated entropies for the source and forecasted locations
assuming both positive and negative alarms; and v) use the probability value associated with observing
the contamination event at the sampling location (from step i) to calculate the expected entropies for
the source and forecasted locations based on the updated entropies from step iv. The differences
between the initial and updated entropies represent the expected amount of information gained (or
lost) by performing confirmatory sampling at that individual location. Confirmatory samples with the
largest information differences indicate the locations that would provide the most new information.
The benefit to this approach is that an increase in information can occur by either selecting locations
that would reinforce higher probability source locations, or, vice‐versa, that would reinforce lower
probability source locations. In either case, the overall information would be increased by generating a
distribution such that the probability of the most likely candidate location(s) also increased.
Computationally, this approach is also attractive because updating the probabilities is relatively
straightforward since all of the necessary hydraulic and water quality simulations have been performed
leaving only the algebraic calculations to update the probabilities. The relative ease of computation will
allow an enumeration approach to be utilized to identify confirmatory sampling locations rather than
using a formalized optimization algorithm (e.g., a mixed‐integer non‐linear programming approach) that
would likely be more computationally intensive.
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Principal Findings and Significance
e forecasting and samplinng algorithm,, two examp
ple networks were
In order to test and evaluate the
1 a small tesst network (th
he Net 3 example) includ ed with EPAN
NET (Rossmaan, 2000), and
d 2) a
utilized: 1)
large netw
work most reccently utilized
d in the “Batttle of the Watter Sensor Neetworks” (Osttfeld et al, 2008).
Small Nettwork. Figure
e 1 presents the small tesst network m odel as well as the placem
ment of five w
water
quality se
ensor locations (blue sym
mbols). A 1‐hour contam
minant injection was simu
ulated at nod
de 10
starting att the 3rd hourr of the simulation. The firrst detection of the contam
minant occurrs at the 5th ho
our at
the waterr quality senso
ors located att Node 193.

Figu
ure 1. Small example
e
test network for evaluating
e
thhe forecastingg and samplin
ng algorithm.
Once the contaminantt reaches a water
w
quality sensor,
s
the ddetection of the contaminant along witth the
m to determiine the probaabilities of thee upstream n
nodes.
hydraulicss can be utilizzed with the PCSI algorithm
Figure 2 presents the
e upstream lo
ocations thatt have probaabilities of greater than [red] or lesss than
[green] a 50% probability of being a source, as determined byy the PCSI alggorithm.
Figure 3 presents
p
classification results associate
ed with data collected up
p until hour 6
6. Prior to ho
our 6,
the data represents
r
the classificatio
on results from the PCSI allgorithm (soliid lines). Afteer hour 6, thee data
representts the forecaasted classificcation perforrmance (dashhed lines). The perform
mance of thee PCSI
algorithm
m decreases until, at the
e current tim
me (hour 6),, both the p
percent correct and inco
orrect
identificattions for the PCSI reach ze
ero because there are no hhydraulically cconnected no
odes at the cu
urrent
time. Witth respect to
o the forecasted data, the
e increased ppercentage o
of correct ideentification o
occurs
because the
t results arre dependent upon hydraaulic connecttions with previously conn
nected nodess, not
current co
onnectivity with
w the senso
ors. The perfformance of the spread fo
orecasting alggorithm decrreases
as the forecasting horizon increasess, which is to be expected..
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he forecasted
d change in en
ntropy for all of the 97 possible sampling locations; a line
Figure 4 [ttop] shows th
plot (inste
ead of a scattter plot) is used
u
to more clearly show
w the results [the Node In
ndex is an intternal
EPANET variable;
v
the Node ID shown in the grraph is the iddentifier of th
he actual location]. The peaks
within each box are associated witth the Node ID value proovided, and reepresent thee larger changges in
entropy (remember, decreasing entropy suggestts more inforrmation). Forr Nodes 1 (th
he biggest chaange),
40, and 17
79, these locaations are eitther the tank or associatedd with the pip
pe to/from th
he tank. Nod
de 237
is potentially downstre
eam of contamination spre
ead. In addittion to Node 237, Nodes 2
206, 208, 209
9, 211,
and 213 all
a have similaar drops in entropy as thesse are all hydrraulically “clo
ose” to Node 237.

No Info
0.5
0.5
Sensors

Source
att Hour 5
Figure 2. Estimated source
s
probabilities at hour 5 of the simulation;
s
reed symbols reepresent locaations
with probabilities of being a source greaterr than 50%, green symbols represeent locations with
probabilitties of being a source greater than 50%
%.
Figure 5 [top]
[
shows the
t resulting change in en
ntropy for all of the 97 po
ossible sampling locationss after
the simulation is move
ed ahead one
e hour; a line plot is used to more cleaarly show thee results [the Node
a internal EPANET variab
ble; the Node ID shown in the graph is the identtifier of the aactual
Index is an
location]. These resultts provide infformation asssociated with the “true” in
nformation off the system aat the
next hourr. The peaks within each box are asso
ociated with the Node ID value provid
ded, and reprresent
the largerr changes in entropy (rem
member, decrreasing entroopy suggests more information). The n
nodes
near the tank (1, 40, 179 and 271
1) would havve provided tthe greatest decrease in information. The
entified Node 1 as the bestt sampling loccation and, w
with the excep
ption of Nodee 271,
approach correctly ide
also identified Nodes 40 and 179
9 as samplingg locations w
with more siggnificant deccreases in en
ntropy
(Figure 4)). Additionallly, Nodes 199
9, 201 and 20
02, which aree just downstream of Tankk 1, also appeear to
be significcant during the
t next hourr. For the fo
orecasted sam
mpling, Nodes 206, 208, 2
209, 211, 213
3, and
237 were all shown to have similar impacts on entropy (Figurre 3). While N
Nodes 211, 213 and 237 sh
how a
ess drop in “actual”
“
entrropy relative to the foreecasted entro
opy, these lo
ocations were still
slightly le
identified. However, Nodes
N
206, 20
08 and 209 diid not appearr to have as significant an impact on en
ntropy
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ode 241 appe
ears to have been a goodd place to saample that w
was not one o
of the
as forecasted, but No
higher loccations identified in the forecasting porrtion of the allgorithm.

Figure 3.
3 Spread forrecasting sum
mmary for Ne
et 3. PCSI re sults (solid lines) up to ho
our 6 are sho
own
along with
w forecastin
ng results (daashed lines) for hours 6 tthrough 9; seensor data up to hour 6 was
used forr this forecastting.
Figure 6 shows
s
the ch
hange in the PCSI results when
w
sampli ng at nodes 1 or 2 along with the baseline
case (no sampling).
s
The shaded re
egion shows the
t range of changes for sampling at aall other locaations.
Sampling at nodes 1 and 2 produce
ed the greatest increases iin percent co
orrect identification and grreater
u
were not imp
pacted by sam
mpling
decreasess in percent unconnected.
The percentt incorrect claassifications w
at nodes 1 and 2. Witth respect to the forecasting, there wass little improvvement in forecasting acccuracy
via confirm
matory sampling.
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Figure 4.
4 Plots of th
he forecasted
d change in entropy
e
for eeach potentiaal sampling lo
ocation [top], as
well as the
t spatial loccation of the sampling nod
des that resu lt in the greattest decreasee in entropy (i.e.,
largest increase in infformation).
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Figure 5.
5 Plots of th
he forecasted
d change in entropy
e
for eeach potentiaal sampling lo
ocation [top], as
well as the
t spatial loccation of the sampling nod
des that resu lt in the greattest decreasee in entropy (i.e.,
largest increase in infformation).
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Figure 6. Changess in: (a) % correct iden
ntification; (bb) % incorreect identificaation; and (cc) %
unconn
nected, in the PCSI results for
f Net 3 from
m a single graab sample during hour 7.
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e 7 presents the large netw
work model a s well as the placement off five water q
quality
Large Nettwork. Figure
sensor loccations (blue
e symbols); ad
dditional stud
dies were peerformed with
h 10, 20 and
d 50 sensors. A 1‐
hour conttaminant inje
ection startin
ng at the 3rd hour was sim
mulated at no
ode 5416 (sh
hown by the star),
which was close to the
e source and a high‐impacct node. The first detectio
on of the conttaminant occurs at
the 11th hour.

Figure 7.
7 Layout of the
t large testt network witth the injectioon location in
ndicated by a star and the five
sensor locations indicated by the rectangles.
Figure 8 shows
s
the accuracy resultts from the PCSI algorithm
m and spread forecasting. These results are
similar to those shown
n for the smaall network except
e
that thhe percentagge of correctlly identified n
nodes
and unco
onnected nod
des are signifficantly decre
eased and in creased, resp
pectively, relative to the small
uch larger neetwork. Increeasing
network. This is due to
t placing the
e same numb
ber of sensor s within a mu
the numb
ber of sensorss improved bo
oth metrics (n
not shown).

Figure 8.
8 PCSI and spread foreccasting results for the largge network iincluding thee perfect corrrect,
incorrecct, and unconnected/no fo
orecast for the
e 5 sensor ca se.
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t identify the sampling loocations, the sampling locaation that ressulted
When using the forecaasted results to
in the gre
eatest decreaase in netwo
ork entropy did
d not alwayys result in the greatest d
decrease in aactual
network entropy
e
once the simulatio
ons were con
ntinued. How
wever, the loccations associiated with thee best
performance using the
e expected an
nd actual nettwork entroppies were alw
ways shown to
o be in the to
op 1%
of possiblle nodes. Figgure 9 shows the top 1% of
o estimated confirmatoryy sampling loccations. The circle
representts the sampliing location that provides the most i nformation u
using the forrecasted dataa; the
triangle represents
r
th
he best samp
pling location using perffect informattion (i.e., thee actual hyd
draulic
conditions, not forecasted). As can
n be seen in the inset, whhile the two p
possible sampling location
ns are
not located at the saame spatial locale, the saampling locattions are in a similar spatial region. This
d for all of the
e results if thee two location
ns were not identical.
observed spatial similaarity occurred

Figure 9.
9 Spatial lo
ocations of th
he top 1% of
o the estimaated samplingg locations ffor the 5 sen
nsor
scenario
o in the largge network; the circle represents t he best sam
mpling location based upon
forecastted informattion and the
e triangle represents thee best samp
pling location
n under perffect
information.
on and percentage
Figure 10 illustrates the changes in the percentage of correctt and incorrecct identificatio
nected nodess in the large
e network forr the samplinng location baased upon th
he forecasted
d data
of unconn
(JUNCTION‐448), perfe
ect information (JUNCTIO
ON‐10740), aand all otherr possible no
odes (grey sh
haded
area). While the samp
pling location
ns based on the forecastedd and perfectt information
n were not lo
ocated
at the exaact same spattial locations, both location
ns provided tthe greatest im
mprovementt in the PCSI results
relative to
o the other lo
ocations. In general,
g
the confirmatory
c
sampling algo
orithm identiified locations that
would inccrease the percentage
p
off correctly id
dentified noddes, and red
duce percentage of incorrrectly
identified and unconne
ected nodes.
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Figure 10.
1
Changess in % correct identificattion (left), % incorrect id
dentification (middle) and
d %
unconne
ected (right), in the PCSI re
esults for the large networrk with 5 senssors.
Figure 11
1 shows the future classiffications with
hout confirm
matory sampliing and with
h the confirm
matory
sampling locations based upon the
e forecasted and perfect information. For all three categories, the
confirmattory sampless improved our
o forecaste
ed estimatess. Interestin
ngly enough, the confirm
matory
sampling location based on forecaasted informaation had a ggreater impaact on the peerformance o
of the
three cate
egories than if we had pe
erfect informaation, even t hough the ovverall entrop
py was less. W
When
investigatting this resullt, the confirm
matory sampling locationss based upon
n the forecastted data tend
ded to
“uncover”” more of the unconnecte
ed network whereas
w
the sampling loccations based
d upon the peerfect
informatio
on sought to
o identify an
nd strengthen
n existing hyydraulic path
hways. Thuss, while the latter
improved the informaation along a given hydrau
ulic path, no t as much neew information was geneerated

Figure 11.
1
Change in % correcct identificatiion (left), % incorrect id
dentification (middle) and
d %
unconne
ected (right), in the forecaasted spread results
r
for thee large netwo
ork with 5 sen
nsors.
about the
e remainder of
o the network.
Significan
nce. The conttribution of th
his research is
i significant as this studyy is effectivelyy the first ressearch
that bridgges the gap between the
e information generated from a contaminant waarning system
m (via
sensor re
esponse and contaminan
nt source identification) and the initial phases of responsee (via
confirmattory samplingg). The foreccasting and co
onfirmatory ssampling is p
particularly im
mportant for larger
networks that cannot adequately cover
c
the spaatial scale of large networrks with costly sensor sysstems.
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Long‐term, these results will provide the foundation for developing more robust response activities
when attempting to mitigate the impact of an intrusion event.
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